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BALLS INTERSECTION PROPERTIES OF BANACH SPACES

DONGJIAN CHEN, ZHIBAO HU AND BOR-LUH LIN

Necessary and sufficient conditions for a Banach space with the Mazur intersection
property to be an Asplund space are given. It is proved that Mazur intersection
property is determined by the separable subspaces of the space. Corresponding
problems for a space to have the ball-generated property are considered. Some
comments on possible renorming so that a space having the Mazur intersection
property are given.

A normed space X is said to have the Mazur's intersection property (MIP) if for
every bounded closed convex set K in X, there exists a family of closed balls, {J3i}«€/>
such that K — f] Bi. For a summary of the (MIP), we refer to [3]. A set K in X

is said to be ball-generated [5] if K = (~j Ki where each Ki is a finite union of closed

balls in X. We say that X has the ball-generated property (BGP) if every bounded
closed convex set in X is ball-generated.

The problem raised in [4] whether every Banach space with the (MIP) is an Asplund
space is still open. In this note, we give some necessary and sufficient conditions for
a Banach space with (MIP) to be an Asplund space. We show that the (MIP) is
determined by separable subspaces of the space. Similar problems for space with the
(BGP) are considered. We make some comments on possible renorming for a Banach
space to have the (MIP).

For a Banach space X, let Bx = {x : x 6 X, \\x\\ ^ 1} and Sx = {x : x E
X, \\x\\ = 1}. For a set K in X, let foK be the closed convex hull of K and let [K]
be the closed linear subspace in X spanned by K. If -ft" is a subset in the dual space
X*, let co*K be the weak* closed convex hull of K. A weak* slice of if is a set
S(x,K,a) = {x* : x* E K,x*(x) > sup y*(x) - a} where x E X and a > 0. If is

said to be weak* deniable if for every e > 0, there exists a weak* slice of K such that
diam S < e. For a point x* E K, x* is said to be a weak* strongly exposed point of
K if there exists x in X such that x*(x) > y*(x) for all y* ^ x* in K and for any
sequence {x*j} in K, limnx*j(x) = x*(x) implies that limn ||x*, — x*|| = 0. x* is called
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a weak* denting point of K if for every e > 0, there is a weak* slice S of K containing
x* and diam S < e. x* is called a weak* -weak point of continuity (respectively point of
continuity) of K if the identity mapping Id : {K, weak*) —> (K, weak) (respectively,
Id : (K,w) —» (K, || • |D) is continuous at x*.

1.

We first use the technique in [2] to obtain a basic result on Asplund spaces with
the Mazur intersection property.

THEOREM 1 . Let X be an Asplund space with the Mazur intersection property.
Then for any subspace Y in X, there exists a subspace Z in X containing Y with the
same density as Y and Z has the Mazur intersection property.

PROOF: Let D be the duality mapping of X, that is, D(x) — {x* : \\x*\\ =
l,(x*,x) = ||a5||}, x G S(X). D is norm-weak* upper semi-continuous.

Since X is Asplund, every non-empty bounded subset of X* is weak* dentable.
By a theorem of Jayne and Rogers [9, Theorem 8] there exist continuous functions
/« = (Xt\\ • ||) -> (X*,|| • | |), n € N such that /„(*) = lim»/B(*) exists in (X*,\\ • ||)
and fo(x)£D(x), x £ X. Define f{x) = {/i(*),/2(*), • • • }, x€X. Then, [2, p.146],
/ is norm-norm lower semi-continuous and for every subspace Z in X

(*) Z*=[x*\z:x* Ef{x),xeZ]

where x* \z is the restriction of a;* on Z.
Let Y ^ {0} be a subspace of X and let a = density Y. Let Zo = Y. Then

density f(Z0) < a . Since X has the (MIP), Bx- = ~A. where A is the set of all weak*
denting points of Bx*, [4]. Choose AQ C A, A^ D S^z0)]

 an(^ c a r d AQ ^ a. Next,
choose a subspace Zi D Zo, density Z\ = a, ||x*|| = ||z* \zt || for all x* G [AQ] and
every x* in AQ is a Z\-denting point of Bx*, that is, for all e > 0, there is a slice of
Bx* containing z* which is determined by some element in Z\ and has diameter less
that e. Continue by induction, there exist subspaces Zn in X and subsets An in A
such that for all n = 0,1,2,. . . ,

(i) density Zn ^ a and card An ^ a;
(ii) Zn+\ D Zn, An+i > An and An+1 D S[An];

(iii) An D S[f{Zn)];

(iv) | |* l = | | * * | * n + 1 | | , * * e [ ^ ] ;
(v) Every element in An is a Zn+i -denting point of Bx* •
Set Z = \JZ^, E = [ U An] and T : E -> Z* by T(x*) = x* \z, x* € E . Then

Z and y have the same density, E D [ (J / (Z n ) ] , 5JS = (J i4n, T is an isometry and
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every element in T( |J An) is a weak* denting point of Bz* • Since / is norm-norm

lower semi-continuous, / ( \J Zn) D f( [) Zn) = f(Z). Hence E D f(Z). By (*),

Z* = [T(f(Z))] = T(E). It follows that T ( U 4 n ) is a dense subset of Sz> and so

the set of weak* denting points of Bz* is dense in Sz- Therefore, by [4], Z has the
(MIP). D

A Banach space X is called nicely smooth [6] if for all x** in X**, f] Bx»* (x,

||a;**—x||) = {«**} where Bx**(x,r) is the closed ball in X** with center x and radius
r. Equivalently, [6, Lemma 6] X is nicely smooth if and only if X* contains no proper
closed norming subspace of X. It follows that we have the following lemma.

LEMMA 2 . Let X be a Banach space. If for any separable subspace Y in X,
there exists a separable nicely smooth subspace Z in X containing Y, then X is
Asplund.

PROOF: Let Y be a separable subspace in X and let Z be a separable nicely
smooth subspace of X containing Y. Since Z is separable and nicely smooth, so Z*
is separable. Hence Y" is separable and so X is Asplund. u

LEMMA 3 . [5, Theorem 8.3]. Every ball-generated Banach space is nicely

smooth.

Combine Theorem 1 and Lemma 1 and 2, we obtain:

THEOREM 4 . Let X be a Banach space with the Mazur intersection property.

Then the following are equivalent.

(1) X is Asplund;

(2) For every subspace Y of X, there exists a subspace Z in X with the

same density of Y, Z D Y and Z has the Mazur intersection property.

(3) For every separable subspace Y of X, there exists a separable subspace

Z of X containing Y and Z has the Mazur intersection property.

THEOREM 5 . Let X be an infinite dimensional normed space. If every infinite
dimensional separable subspace of X has the Mazur intersection property, then X has
the Mazur intersection property.

PROOF: Suppose X fails to have the (MIP). By [4, Theorem 2.1], there is a support
mapping A : Sx —* Sx*, a dense subset A in Sx and x* £ Sx- such that d(x*,\(A)) >
e for some e > 0. Choose a countable subset A\ C A, supx*(i4i) = 1 and dim[Ai] =
oo. Since A\ is countable and d(x*,X(A)) > e, there exists a countable subset A2 in
A, At D Ax, A2 D S[Al] and sup (a:* — \(x))(A2) > e for all x in Ai. Continue by
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induction, there is a sequence of countable subsets {^4n} in A such that for all n £ N,

(i) An+1 D An and An+1 D S[An];
(ii) sup(z* — X(x))(An+i) > e for all x in An.

Let Y — [IJ-^n] • Then Y is an infinite dimensional separable subspace of X and
n

x* \Y€ SY* • Let Ao be any support mapping on Y such that Ao(a;) = A(z) |y,
x € U An- By (i), \JAn is dense in Sy and, by (ii), d[x* |y,A0(tJ-4n)) ^ £• Hence,

n n n

by [4, Theorem 2.1], Y fails to have the (MIP). D

2.

In this section, we consider the spaces with the ball—generated property.

LEMMA 6. [4, Lemma 2.2]. Let A be a bounded set in a normed space X and
let x be an element in X. If A and x can be strictly separated by a weak* denting
point of Bx*, then there is a closed ball in X containing A but not containing x.

THEOREM 7 . Let X be a Ba.na.ch space. Consider the following statements.

(1) X* is the closed linear span of the weai* strongly exposed points of Bx* •
(2) X* is the closed linear span of the weak* denting points of Bx* •
(3) X has the ball-generated property.
(4) X is nicely smooth.

Then (1) => (2) => (3) => (4). If X is Asplund, then all are equivalent.

PROOF: It is clear that (1) => (2).
(2) => (3). Let A ^ tf> be a bounded closed convex set in X and let x0 £ X\A.

Since the set of weak* denting points of Bx* is symmetric and since X* is the closed
linear span of weak* denting points of Bx*, there exists e > 0, weak* denting points x*

of Bx*, A i>0 , t = l ,2 , . . . ,n , £ A,- = 1 and inf^A E AiZ*(x) > £A<z*(*o) + e-
t=i <=i t=i

Let Ai = {x : x G A,x*(x) > x*(x0) + e}, i — 1,. . . ,n. By Lemma 4, for each
n

i = 1 , . . . , n , there is a closed ball B{, B{ D Ai and xo (£ B{. Hence XQ £ \J Bi and
i=l

n
U Bi Z) A. Therefore A is ball-generated.

t=i

By Lemma 3, we have (3) =J> (4).
Finally, if X is Asplund, then the set F — {x : ||z|| = 1, | | | | is Frechet differentiable

at x} is dense in Sx • Let D be the duality mapping of X. Then D(F) norms X
and every element in D(F) is a weak* strongly exposed point of Bx- If X is nicely
smooth, then X* = [D(F)\ = [weak* strongly exposed points of Bx*]- D

COROLLARY 8 . Let X be a Ba.na.ch space. If the duality mapping D :
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{Sx, || • ||) —* (Sx'jw) is upper semi-continuous, then X has the ball-generated prop-
erty.

PROOF: If D : (Sjr>|| " II) ~~* (Sx',™) is upper semi-continuous, by [8, Lemma 6
and Theorem 10], then Bx* is the closed convex hull of its weak* strongly exposed
points. Hence X* is the closed linear span of the weak* strongly exposed points of
Bx* • It follows that X has the ball-generated property. D

COROLLARY 9 . For a Ba.na.ch space X, X is reflexive if and only if X* has the
ball-generated property.

PROOF: If X* has the ball-generated property, then X** contains no proper
closed norming subspace of X*. Hence X** — X* and X is reflexive. The other
direction is well-known (for example [3]). u

COROLLARY 10. For a Banach space X, the following are equivalent.

(1) For any subspace Y in X, Y* is the closed linear span of weak* strongly
exposed points of By (respectively,

(la) Y* is the closed linear span of weak* denting points of By ;
(lb) Y* is the closed linear span of weak* points of continuity of

By ;
(lc) Y* is the closed linear span of weak*-weak points of continuity

of By );
(1') For any separable subspace Y of X, Y* is the closed linear span of weak*

strongly exposed points of By* (respectively,
(1' a) Y* is the closed linear span of weak* denting points of By ',
(l'b) Y* is the closed linear span of weak* points of continuity of

By ;
(1' c) Y* is the closed linear span of weak* -weak points of continuity

of By );
(2) Every subspace of X has the ball-generated property;

(2') Every separable subspace of X has the ball-generated property;
(3) Every subspace of X is nicely smooth;

(3') Every separable subspace of X is nicely smooth.

REMARK. In the case that X is an Asplund space, then X has the ball-generated
property if and only if X* is the closed linear span of weak* strongly exposed points
of Bx* (we don't know whether this is true in general). Using the argument similar
to Theorem 1 and the fact that in case that all separable subspaces of X have the
ball-generated property, then X is Asplund and X has the ball-generated property if
and only if X* is the closed linear span of the weak* strongly exposed points of Bx*,
the following results can be obtained. We omit the detail.
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THEOREM 1 1 . If a Ba.na.ch space X has the ball-generated property, then the
following are equivalent.

(1) X is Asplund.

(2) For any subspace Y in X there exists a subspace Z in X with the same
density of Y such that Z contains Y and Z has the ball-generating
property.

(3) For any separable subspace Y in X, there is a separable subspace Z in
X containing Y and Z has the ball-generating property.

THEOREM 1 2 . Let X be an infinite dimensional Banach space. If all separable
infinite dimensional subspaces of X have the ball-generated property, then X has the
ball—generated property.

3.

In [1], Deville proves an interesting renorming theorem for a Banach space to have

the Mazur intersection property. In this section, we give some observations and a

slightly simpler proof of his result.

Let (X, | • |) be a Banach space and let K be a bounded closed convex set in X

with 0 G K. Put

+{x) = | x | 2 + I d2{x,tK)e-Wdt, x e X
J—oo

where d(x, tK) is the distance from x to tK in (X, | • |). Let || • || be the gauge function
of {x : x G X,i/i(x) ^ 1}. Then || • || is an equivalent norm on X and as in the proof
of [1, Lemma 5], has the following property.

LEMMA 13 . For all t in R and for all e > 0, there exists 6 > 0 sucA that for all

x G 5(jf,||.||) D tK and y G B[x,\\.\\) if \\x +y/2| | > 1 - S then d{y,tK) < e.

For a set A in X, let R.4 — {ax : a G R,x 6 A}, ext A — {x : x is an extreme
point of A}, pc A = {x : x is a point of continuity of .4}, dent A = {x : x is a
denting point of .4} and LUR A — {x : x G A and for any sequence {xn} in A,

limn ||a? + a;n/2|| = ||z|| implies that limn ||a; — i n | | = 0}.

PROPOSITION 14 . Let K be a bounded dosed convex set of a Banach space

(A", | • |) with 0 G K. Let || • || be the norm constructed above. Then

(1) Six<M)nRextKc ext B{X<H).

(2) 5(*,IHI) n R Pc K c Pc B(X,H) •
(3) S(XtM) D R dent K C dent Blx>H).

(4) S(x,||.||) n R LUR K c LUR B(XtH).
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PROOF: (1) Let ||z|| - 1 and x G t ext K for some t G R. Then t ^ 0.
Assume that x = l /2(j / + z) for some ||y|| = \\z\\ = 1 and y ^ z. Then ||a; + y/2\\ =

\\x + z/2\\ = 1. By Lemma 12, y,z G fJif. But this implies that x/t is not an extreme
point of K.

(2) Suppose x = ty, \\x\\ = 1 and y G pc K. If {x\} is a net in B(X,\\-\\) such that
weak-limx* = x then lim ||x + x>/2|| = 1. By Lemma 12, there exists {y\} in K such
that lim \x\ — ty\\ = 0. Thus weak-limy\ = y. But y G pc K, so limj ||J/A — 2/|| = 0 .
Hence lim ||x,\ — z|| = 0. This shows that x G pc -B(jr,||-||)-

(3) Follows from (1) and (2) and the fact [10] that x is a denting point of a bounded
closed convex set C if and only if x is an extreme point and also a point of continuity
of C.

(4) Let x = ty, \\x\\ = 1 and y G LUR K. Suppose | |xn | | = 1 and
limn ||x + x n / 2 | | = 1. By Lemma 12, there exists {yn} in K such that limn |xn — tyn\ —
0. Since K is convex, we have

Hence limn | x n | = \x\ = limn \x + xn/2\. Thus limn \yn\ = \y\ = Umn \y + yn/2\. Since

y G LUR K, limn ||yn - y\\ = 0 . Thus limn | |xn - x|| = 0. This completes the proof

that x G LUR B(x,||.||)- D

COROLLARY 1 5 . A Banach space X admits an equivalent norm such that the
denting (respectively, extreme; points of continuity; or locally uniformly rotund) points
of the unit ball is dense on the unit sphere of X if and only if there exists a bounded
closed convex set K in X with 0 G K and the set R dent K (respectively, R exl K,
R pc K, or R LUR K) is dense on X.

In the dual spaces, using similar argument, we have

PROPOSITION 1 6 . For a Banach space (X,\ • | ) , let K be a weak* compact

convex set in X* with 0 G K. Define

and let || • || be the gauge function of {x" : x* G X*,i/>(x*) < 1} . Then

(1) || • || is an equivalent dual norm on X*.
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(2) S{XM|. | | ) n R weak* pc K C weak* pc B{X.<M).

(3) S(jf, ||.||) HK weak* dent K C weak* dent B(X',H)-

(4) 5(x»,||-||) H i weak* -weak pc K C weak* -weak pc -B(;t»,||.||)-
(5) 5(x»,II-II) H K weak* -weak dent Kc weak*-weak dent B(xm,\\-\\)-

COROLLARY 1 7 . A Banach space X admits an equivalent norm || • || such that
S(x,\\-\\) ~ weak* dent (̂Jf.11-11) (respectively, (i) X* = [ weak* dent Bix,\\.\\)]; or (ii)

'X* — R ext B(x,il-ll) ' where ac is the topology on X* which is uniformly convergence

on all compact subsets of X} if and only if there exists a weak* compact convex set

K in X* such that X* = R weak* dent K (respectively, (i) X* = [weak*, dent K\;

or (ii) X* = R ext K*c) .

A Banach space X is said to have the property (CI) [14] if every compact convex
set in X is an intersection of closed balls. Using the result in [14], we have the following.

COROLLARY 1 8 . A Banach space X admits an equivalent norm \\ • \\ such that

(X, || • ||) has the Mazur intersection property (respectively, (i) the ball-generating prop-

erty; or (ii) the property (CI)) if and only if (respectively, if) there exists a weak*

compact convex set K in X* such that X* = R weak* dent K (respectively, (i)

X* = [weak* dent K}; or (ii) X* = R ext K").

COROLLARY 1 9 . [1, Theorem 4]. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. If Y has the

Mazur intersection property and there exists an operator T : X —> Y such that both

T* and T** are injective, then X admits an equivalent norm \\ • \\ such that (X,\\ • ||)
.has the Mazur intersection property.

PROOF: Let K - T*(By). Then 0 G K, K is weak* compact convex in X*

and weak* dent K D T* (weak* dent By* )• Since Y* = R weak* dent By and T "
is injective, we have X* = T*Y*. Hence X* = R weak* dent K. Thus X admits an
equivalent norm with (MIP). D

PROBLEMS. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and let T : X —* Y be bounded operator
with T* and T** injective. If Y has the ball-generated property (respectively, property
(CI)), does X admit an equivalent norm with the ball-generated property (respectively,
property (CI))?

4.

The density of the weak* denting points of Bx* in Sx' plays an important role
on the geometry of X. Let us consider four kinds of density in this respect.

(I) Every point of Sx* is a weak* denting point of Bx' •

(II) The set of weak* denting points of Bx• is dense in Sx> •

(III) Bx* is the closed convex hull of weak* denting points of Bx' •
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(IV) X* is the closed linear span of the weak* denting points of Bx* •

In [7, Theorem 3.1], it is proved that (I) is a necessary and sufficient condition for

X to be $ - A N P - I for some norming set $ of X (since the definition of ANP is rather

lengthy, we refer to [7, or 8] for definition) which in turn implies that X is Frechet

differentiable and Hahn-Banach smooth [8].

It is well-known [4] that (II) is a necessary and sufficient condition for X to have

the Mazur intersection property.

In [8], it is proved that (III) is a necessary condition for the duality mapping on

X to be weakly upper semi-continuous.

In this paper, we have proved that (IV) is a sufficient condition for X to have the

ball—generated property and so X is nicely smooth.

It may be interesting to find geometric property on X that has (I) (respectively,

(III) or (IV)) as necessary and sufficient condition.

ADDED IN PROOF. After the paper was accepted, G. Godefroy and S. Sersouri kindly

informed the authors that the answer concerning the problem in the case of property

(CI) is affirmative. Namely, let X and Y be Banach spaces and let T : X —> Y be

a bounded operator with T and T** injective. If Y has the property (CI) then X

admits an equivalent nrom with property (CI) (see [13]).
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